
ZENTRUM FÜR INNOVATIVE 
ANWENDUNGEN IN DER INFORMATIKZIAI

Scenario-based planning for the semantic digitization
of historical reference works

Planning semantic modelling
In principle, we can rely on the general methods of ontological modelling to 
plan the second digitization and make semantic relations in our reference work 
explicit. 

Most importantly, we refer to scenario-based methods that relate the planning 
process to so-called competency questions, i.e. questions that specialist users 
of the source would like to examine and answer with the help of a data model

(Kendall, McGuinness, 2019; Lodi et al., 2017, Carriero et al. 2021). 

Results of planning
15 historical-metrological competency questions

3 levels of modelling of different complexity

• Even at the first level, only few questions can be answered relatively easily
by hand using the digitized source.

• The OCR quality is sufficient for answering only few competency questions
and modelling level one. 

• For answering the research questions, a domain ontology for historical
metrology as well as for trade and historical geography are necessary.

• Competency questions of modelling level 3 require a lexicographical
ontology that can display the lexicographical choices and referencing
structure of the hanhdbook.

Semantic Digitization
The retrodigitization of library collections that exempt from copyright
restrictions has made lexica, handbooks and encyclopaedias available as
digital sources. The result of the first digitization is mostly a scan (a) and an 
OCR'ed fulltext, often with many mistakes (b). 

For specific historical research questions, a second, semantic digitization is
necessary (c). The second digitization aims to extract and explicitly model
the semantic structure of encyclopaedic knowledge. 

Digitized source
Noback, Christian, Noback, Friedrich (1850): Vollständiges Taschenbuch der Münz-, Maass-, und
Gewichtsverhältnisse, der Staatspapiere, des Wechsels- und Bankwesens, und der Usanzen aller Länder
und Handelsplätze. Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus.

Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Münchner DigitalisierungsZentrum, Digitale Bibliothek
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(a) Digitized page in Noback's Handbook (b) Survey of OCR quality (c) Test annotation with lexicographical ontology

Examples of competency questions asked during the planning phase
Modelling level 1 2 3

Question What kind of measures does
Noback (1850) provide for the
lemma Arungabad?

Which units of measure for length
are defined under Arungabad?

In which trading places in "Vorderindien" (part of 
India, denoted as such by the Nobacks) were local
units of measure assimilated with the
measurement system of a colonial power? 

Answer "Längenmaass", "Getreidemaass", 
... 

"EN Guz, DE Gös", "EN DE Garce" "Benares", "Bombay", ... , "Ajinga"

Algorithmisation Can be answerered by clicking
through the digitized source. No
semantic modelling needed.

NER should not identify the
German transcription of the unit of 
measure "Gös" as different from
"Guz".

Users should be able to define what assimilation of 
a unit of measure means. Inference based on the
semantic modelling is applied for answering the
question.
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